Abstract. For Electric Power System safety and stable operation, planning and analysis by using simulation environments are necessary. An important point for frequency stability analysis is, on one hand, an adequate representation of Load-Frequency Control (LFC) loops and, on the other hand, the design of advanced control strategies to deal with the power system dynamic complexity. Therefore, in this paper we propose to represent the group turbine/penstock, found in hydropower plants, in a Piecewise Affine (PWA) modelling structure. Based on such modelling, we also propose the use of a Hybrid Model Predictive algorithm to be use as a control law in LFC loops. Among the advantages of this PWA representation is the use of this model in the controller algorithm, thereby improving the Load-Frequency Control performance. Simulation results, on a 200 MW hydropower plant compares the performance of predictive control strategy presented with the classical PID control strategy in an isolated condition.
Introduction
The stability of Electric Power System (EPS) can be defined as the ability to maintain frequency, voltage and power balance in the nominal conditions, even after being subjected to some disturbance [1] . Due to continuous changes on power demand and also the system disturbances the EPS is submitted, the EPS operating point is continuously changing so as its models. This feature makes challenging the development of control laws that assures a stable operation and the specified performance to restore the nominal conditions.
Many controllers are involved in the electricity generation to guarantee power system stability. In this paper, we are interested on control balance between the power generation and demand, where the frequency is an important indicator [2] . Therefore, there is a controller responsible for manipulating the power generation in order to comply it with the network power demand and also for ensuring that the frequency delivered to the grid is at its nominal value. It is so called Load-Frequency Control (LFC) and it is becoming increasingly important due to the growing in complexity and interconnection of the power system [3] .
This LFC loop involves several nonlinear devices. The modelling of these devices and the analysis of the influence of nonlinearities in the LFC loop have been reported in the literature since the 60s, for instance [4] . One of them is the group turbine/generator. An appropriate mathematical representation of such group allows improving the controller tuning in such a way that the performance of the frequency control loop is augmented.
In [5, 6, 7] are presented several detailed hydro turbines models for using in power system stability studies, ranging from simple to complex models, with linear dynamics, non-linear dynamics, even taking into account the elasticity of the penstock. In the present work, we recall the idea of using linear models with time varying parameters aiming to adequately representing several operating points [8, 9] . Also, two contributions are described. First, the linear time varying model for the group turbine/penstock is translated to a Piecewise Affine (PWA) model structure, which is a class of switched hybrid systems, that is, systems that have a relationship between dynamic systems (ruled by time) and discrete event systems (ruled by logical events) [10] . Second, based on the proposed model, a Hybrid Model Based Predictive Control is presented as a control solution for LFC in hydropower plants.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a mathematical model for LFC loop in hydropower plants. In Section 3, the main concepts relating to the PWA system are presented and the PWA representation for the LFC loop is proposed. In Section 4, a Hybrid Predictive Control algorithm based on the PWA system representation is presented. Section 5 discusses an example consisting of a 200 MW generator speed control loop in a hydropower plant. Finally, in Section 6, the conclusions are stated. 
Load-Frequency Control Mathematical Models
The mathematical model for LFC in Hydropower Plants is depicted in Fig. 1 [7] . It consists of the control law, the hydraulic amplifier, responsible for transforming the electrical control signal into a power signal capable to move the turbine components, the group turbine/penstock and the synchronous machine, which generates electricity. Such representation is consistent with single area control, that is, a power plant operating in island condition. The hydraulic amplifier is considered here a second order system with time constant ܶ , according to Eq. 1. The generator is represented by a first order system with mechanical starting time ܶ ெ and machine electrical damping coefficient ‫,ܦ‬ according to Eq. 2 [11] .
(2) Fig. 2 reproduces, in a block diagram, the linear model described in [12] for representing the group turbine/penstock. Here, we are assuming that each parameter of such model varies on time depending on the active power generated by the power plant. 
Model Representation as a PWA System
Continuous linear dynamical systems are usually represented by transfer functions. Moreover, some systems have dynamic given by events and not by the time. Such systems are called discrete event systems. Hybrid systems are defined when there is a relationship between continuous dynamical systems and discrete event systems. Among the hybrid systems, we can find the Piecewise Affine (PWA) systems [10] . In PWA systems, there are regions defined by operating points, and for each region, there is associated a linear system (or affine). It is specified by dividing the system state space into polyhedral regions and associating to each of these regions a different linear (or affine) state equation. Eq. 4 gives this representation.
where ‫ݔ‬ is the state vector, ‫ݑ‬ is the input vector, ‫ݕ‬ is the output and {ߗ } ୀଵ are the ݉ polyhedral regions of the state space defined by the system inequalities ‫ܪ{‬ ‫)݇(ݔ[‬ ‫)݇(ݑ‬ 1] ் ≼ 0}. ‫ܣ‬ , ‫ܤ‬ , ݂ , ‫ܥ‬ , ‫ܦ‬ , ݃ and ‫ܪ‬ are real constant matrices with appropriate dimensions and ݇ is the discrete time. Although the notation may be unusual, in this equation the symbol ≼ denotes a vector of which the elements can be the symbols ≤ and < to avoid overlap among the regions ߗ over common boundaries.
PWA Model for the LFC Loop Components
We propose to rewrite the LFC model in terms of PWA model in such a way that only one model can characterize the whole turbine/penstock model behaviour in several operating points. We define a grid of power generation values, consistent with different power system operation values. Each part of the grid is associated with a linear model with constant parameters and regions in the state space defined by ‫ܪ‬ . The set of all grids defines the LFC PWA model following Eq. 4. 
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The continuous time PWA model for the group turbine/penstock and generator, derived from Eq. 3, is given by Eq. 5, where ‫)ݐ(ݔ‬ is the state vector, ‫)ݐ(ݑ‬ is the vector of inputs (hydraulic amplifier output and load disturbance) and ‫)ݐ(ݕ‬ is the generator frequency output.
(5b)
(5c)
The final model for the LFC loop components, from the control output and load disturbance, to the generator frequency output can be written in continuous time PWA structure as follows:
The discrete time model for the LFC loop can be obtained assuming a sample time ‫ݐ∆‬ and using some methodology for the state space discretization [13] . For each part of the grid, the matrix parameters from the model are changed, originating the PWA model, structured as Eq. 4.
Hybrid Model Predictive Control for PWA Systems
Model Based Predictive Control (MBPC) is defined by the following steps: i) a model is used to compute the process output predictions; ii) a cost function related to the performance of the closed-loop system is defined; iii) this cost function is minimized over the future control signals set; iv) the first of these optimal control signals is applied to the process, i.e., the rolling horizon strategy.
The coast function of MBPC is given by Eq. 7, where ܰ ௬ and ܰ ௨ define the prediction and control horizons, respectively; ߤ is a weighting factor in the prediction error between the output signal ‫ݕ‬ ො and the set-point signal ‫ݓ‬ ; ߣ is a weighting factor in the control signal; and Δ‫݇(ݑ‬ + ݆|݇) is the control variation signal in time ݇ + ݆ calculated at time ݇.
The control law is obtained by minimizing the cost function in relation to future variations in control signal Δ‫)•(ݑ‬ according to Eq. 8. The process is subject to constraints on control signal, according to Eq. 8. Since output predictions are obtained by means of a PWA model, we have the so called Hybrid Model Predictive Control (HMPC) [14] . Such control law is defined by the following nonlinear programming problem, with nonlinear constraints, where ߠ are the parameters for the PWA model.
The optimal set of future control signals can be obtained using a mixed integer programming algorithm or optimization algorithms and the optimal control signal is calculated as follows:
Simulation Results
To illustrate the operation of the proposed LFC loop representation as a PWA system, in this work is used a hydraulic turbine with 200 MW capacity, equivalent to two generating units at the HPP Mactaquac Generating Station of the New Brunswick Electric Power Commission [8, 12] . The turbine parameters for three distinct operating points (denominated T1, T2 and T3, as presented in [8] ) are provided in Table 1 . The other LFC loop time unvarying parameters are given in Table 2 . It is considered that the HPP was operating in islanded condition, that is, disconected from the EPS and supplying the load demand alone.
03002-p.3 Using the sampling time ‫ݐ∆‬ = 1.0 seconds, this system, represented as a PWA structure, has ݉ = 3 polyhedral regions, representing the three operating points, which are equivalent to loads (per unit) of 0 < T1 < 0.1125 , 0.1125 ≤ T2 ≤ 0.4215 and 0.4215 < T3 < 1, and this points are used to construct the coefficients of matrix ‫ܪ‬ , as follows:
It has been compared two control strategies, that are: i) the PID control strategy, where the Control System of Fig.  1 is replaced by Eq. 11, with parameters ‫ܭ‬ = 1.43 , ‫ܭ‬ = 0.21 and ‫ܭ‬ ௗ = 0.54; and the proposed predictive control strategy, with parameters ܰ ௬ = 50 , ܰ ௨ = 1 , ߤ = 1 and ߣ = 0. The PID tuning was made for the worst operating point, and good response for the others operating points, and the HMPC tuning uses prediction horizon covering all system dynamics.
‫)ݏ(ܥ‬
The test consisted basically of applying step load disturbances, which represent severe disturbances in HPP, as shown in Fig. 3 . The result of the comparison between these two control strategies is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, it is noted that both control strategies present a large excursion of the frequency in the machine output. This fact is caused by large load disturbances applied to the HPP, that must satisfy the demand alone. However, it is observed that the HMPC was able to restore the frequency at its nominal value in a shorter time. 
Conclusion
In this work, a new proposal for LFC law for Hydropower Plants is described. The aim is to improve frequency power system stability and closed loop performance in restoring the nominal conditions. Two points characterize the ideas discussed here. First, it is to relate the linear time varying parameter turbine/penstock model with a PWA model, which is a class of Hybrid System. Second, based on this model, a new Hybrid Model Predictive Control is described. Simulations results, on a 200 MW hydropower plant model, operating in isolated condition, is conducted and, compared with classic PID control strategy, have shown an improved performance.
